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About This Game

Where is the line between life and death? How far can human science go trying to understand this?
  Take part in the great battle to rescue humanity an 5d3b920ae0
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Great game crowds of zombies and satisfying arsenal. Main issue is that it has the lack of optimizations, bug when getting stuck
on certain secret stash or corners, crashes when I get the eye of death, and better resolutions.. Repetative and generic from start
to finish, hampered by bad AI and unnecessary and unrealistic "gore".. Incredibly splat-tastic. Lots of fun. I must say I was
pleasantly surprised by this one as I had presumed this to be a low-budget, low-quality, low-enjoyment game and I was quite
wrong.. BRUTAL!!!! Love it.. Great game, pretty short but worth the time, adds enough to make it not get repitive.. Do not buy
this game. For some people, the game will shut off when you die. Even if you buy med-kits or extra lives, they will not
automatically deploy and as soon as your health hits zero, the games shuts off and you have to restart from Steam. This started
happening to me after I got to level four, which took me more than two hours, so now Steam won't even give me a refund. I
tried to explain that the glitch started happening after two hours into it, and now on levels 1, 2, and 3 when I die the game shuts
off, but they did not care. This was a huge waste of money.
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